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In Switch: Time for a Change, Sandra LaMorgese takes you on a wild ride through a story that

begins with struggle and defeat, but ultimately transforms into a tale of fulfillment, success, and

happiness--all because of a year spent working in one of the most famous BDSM dungeons in

NewYork City at 55 years old after losing everything. Her on-the-job stories will make your jaw

drop, and her stream-of-consciousness descriptions of her first days down in the dungeon will

have you laughing out loud. Most importantly, though, in Switch, you will meet a person who

faced challenges just like yours--dreams that looked unattainable,a love life that felt unfulfilling,

and a future that seemed full of uncertainty. You will listen in on every epiphany during the

difficult times of transition, and you will witness the beautiful metamorphosis that brought her to

a place of true success, love, and peace. Through Sandra's vulnerability, bravery, and unfailing

sense of humor, you just might find the same courage that she did--the courage to live

authentically and to finally create the life of your dreams.



Timothy K. Crawford, “A Fascinating Read. Truly an immersive experience. This is what

happens when life grinds one down to the point where something has to give. Full of life,

intelligently written and, I mean, who isn't a sucker for a happy ending?”

Timothy D. Ferguson, “One of the most fun reads I've read in years. One of the most fun reads

I've read in years. Well worth the investment if it's getting a little dull in the bedroom. Simple

advice that's exciting to practice...provided you have a fun partner!  Absolutely a necessity.”

Kris, “An interesting and empowering read!. I'd like to say a huge thank you to Dr. LaMorgese

for giving me the opportunity to read her book in exchange for an honest review.I love memoirs,

so of course when Dr. LaMorgese contacted me about possibly reviewing her memoir I knew I

needed to read it. The story and experiences of people's lives is vastly interesting to me and I

appreciate the opportunity to learn through someone else's experience. Every memoir I have

read so far has always taught me things about life or caused me to reflect on that of my own

which is always a great thing. Switch: Time for a Change was no different.Switch: Time for a

Change is about Dr. LaMorgese's time as a professional dominatrix and the life lessons she

has learned through that experience. But it's not really solely about that part of her life. It was

really a journey of a woman who always put others first, coming into her own happiness and

becoming comfortable with her sexuality and ultimately, who she is.I feel like this book was

really empowering for me. Human beings are sexual creatures and I think that growing up I

was taught from different avenues that women's sexuality was something to not be discussed

out loud or was taboo to talk about. That affects you growing up and luckily for me it didn't

affect my life as an adult but it's books like this that I think remind me that women have just as

much, if not more in some cases, desire as men and that it's okay to be comfortable with that. I

also thought the idea of tantra was extremely interesting, especially the idea of channeling out

sexual energy to build confidence and to channel our passion into our work and life. That is

definitely something that I will take away with me from reading this book. I also loved the

message of being authentic and striving for your own happiness in life. I love it.I thought

reading about Dr. LaMorgese's experience was definitely interesting and enlightening. I think

many of us often wonder about the BDSM lifestyle as is evident by the success of BDSM

related books etc. in recent years. I loved the opportunity to become more familiar with it from

someone who wrote about it so honestly. This is an uncoms (which is also something I learned

from this book). I enjoyed it and thus am giving it a four star rating and recommending it! I have

recently been reading this authors blog as well and I find it to be enlightening and

helpful.fortable subject for some people but I thought this book was such a good read and

honestly, how can we ever learn if we are not constantly experiencing things outside of our

comfort zone”

Monika Werner, “I just finished ‘Switch’ and absolutely LOOOVED it!. Sandra speaks the truth

from the heart and we can all take a lesson away from it. You don’t have to become a

Dominatrix to apply her wisdom to your life. It’s about finding your passion and follow it

wholeheartedly, not caring about other people’s opinion, defining boundaries, not taking any

BS, being authentic and true to yourself, not judging and finding out what makes you happy. I

can relate to everything you say! Thank you for sharing your journey towards happiness and

being brave enough to follow through! The world needs more people like you, you are a true

inspiration and I am so happy we met!”



SaltwaterNurse, “Just finished “Switch” and I’m blown away!. Seriously – almost giddy with

resonance to pretty much everything you wrote! Like my biggest singing bowl on steroids! I

identify so strongly with, well, ALL of it! The way you write is magical and I saw through your

eyes as you took this journey! Really. I cannot quite find the words except I felt like I was the

one having the epiphany!? Do you understand? Wow. Incredible!I shall find it hard to shut down

tonight and most likely will reread it as I almost couldn’t believe my eyes the first time! The

Tantra, the background, the chakras – I have come a long way in the last two years since I had

my own “Big Bang” and to see what you went on to do with yours is nothing short of amazing.

Really – amazing words and my vibrational energy is absolutely peaking as a result of you

sharing your personal trip! Say it loud, say it proud – this is part of you and what a journey it’s

been for you! Again – Wow! Thank You ~J xxx”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 21 people have provided feedback.
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